Installation Instructions for the Heavy Duty Rolling Door Lock (and Combination)
If you have the H.D. Rolling Door Lock in the changeable combination:
Setting your combination The lock is preset from the factory at 0000.
1. Set the code to all zeros - 0000. Unlock the mechanism by pressing in firmly. It will pop
out. Insert the special key in the keyhole, pressing in firmly, and turn one quarter turn in
either direction. (Key will click into place.)
2. Set numerical combination. Return the key to original position, remove from locking
device and store in a safe place. Remember/record the combination you have
selected!
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3. To lock, depress mechanism and scramble the numbers.

Installing The H.D. Rolling Door Lock.
1. If a padlock is installed, tilt it out of the way and slide the H.D. Rolling Door Lock main
body in place behind the door’s locking arm, (Figure 1).
2. Be certain to slide the H.D.Rolling Door Lock main body as far to the left as you can.
(Figure 2)
3. Align the “U” shaped body so it will slide over the door’s locking lever and it
is received in the main body. (Figure 3)
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4. Once properly fitted, be sure to slide the “U” shaped body as far right as possible,
depress the locking button. Or with the changeable combination lock, scramble the
numbers and depress; therefore securing the lock in place.(Figure 4)
5. Congratulations! Your Rolling Door Lock is installed. Secure the keys in a
safe place. However, if the “U” shaped body is too far to the left, it is NOT correctly
installed. (Figure 5)

Removing The H.D. Rolling Door Lock
1. Insert key and turn one quarter turn clockwise or turn dials so lock mechanism
“pops out”. (Slight adjustment may be needed to remove pressure from the pin).
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2. Carefully lift the “U” shape off of the main body and locking lever. (Figure 3)
3. Slide the main body to the right and remove from behind the door’s locking lever.
4. Assemble the two parts together and store it in a safe place until you use it again.

Figure 4 CORRECT INSTALLATION

Figure 5 INCORRECT INSTALLATION

